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QUESTION 1

SAP GRC solutions are comprised of three main areas of capabillities: Choose the correct answer(s). 

A. Avoid 

B. Analyze 

C. Monitor 

D. Manage 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following statements regarding starting and stopping an SAP system based on AS ABAP 

+Java 7.0 are correct? 

There are 2 correct answers to this question. 

A. The ABAP-dispatcher triggers the start of the Java part of the instance. 

B. The Java-dispatcher and the ABAP-dispatcher of one instance write their respective developer traces in different files
on the same directory. 

C. If you use the command. "stopsap J2EE DVEBMGS00" on operation system level, 

D. only the java part of the instance is stopped. 

E. The SAP MC is Java-based, therefore you can only start and stop the Java part of an instance. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following statements regarding post-installation activities for SAP ECC are correct? There are 3 correct
answers to this question. 

A. An AS Java Add-in installation should be performed. 

B. Additional space in the database is needed to generate ABAP loads of programs, function modules, and classes
using transaction SGEN (SAP Load Generator). 

C. The Transport Management System (TMS) should be configured. 

D. The latest SAP Support Package level is included in the SAP ECC installation media. Only the SAP executables
(kernel) and the database must be patched separately after the installation. 

E. SAP recommends creating the first client after the installation using client copy profile SAP_ALL. The source client for
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the client copy should be client 066. 

F. The installation check verifies the completeness of the installation. 

Correct Answer: BCF 

 

 

QUESTION 4

Which of the following access methods exist in the SAP system? Choose the correct answer(s). 

A. Remote printing 

B. Front-end printing 

C. Instance printing 

D. Local printing 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

QUESTION 5

In Oracle 10g, a tablespace SYSAUX is created automatically by the installation tool SAPINST. Which of the following
statements is true? There are 2 correct answers to this question. 

A. The most important purpose of the SYSAUX tablespace is to reduce the load on the system tablespace and
additionally simplifying the administration. 

B. The SYSAUX is a temporary help tablespace for the system tablespace. It provides a central space for necessary
additional metadata outside of the system tablespace. Some components and products that previously used the system
tablespace now use the SYSAUX tablespace. 

C. The tablespace SYSAUX contains a predefined set of SAP tables. In the creation of the database, they are copied
into the system tablespace in one step, instead of creating every table step by step. 

D. The tablespace SYSAUX is needed by the installation tool SAPINST itself, and contains temporary 

Correct Answer: AB 
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